Keeping Vulnerable Citizens Safe Everyday

Prevent Wandering Tragedies
In Your Community With AngelSense
AngelSense is the only GPS & voicemonitoring solution designed specifically
for individuals with cognitive disabilities
such as autism, Down syndrome &
dementia.
Using advanced data analytics, AngelSense
overcomes the limitations of standard
GPS products and has proven to prevent
wandering or elopement incidents from
escalating into a major event or tragedy.
AngelSense maximizes positive outcomes by
keeping the most vulnerable safe in your
community with its easy to use, real-time
monitoring solution.

The AngelSense Difference
Proactive automatic alerts
The missing person is often found
within minutes by the caregiver

Live GPS location on a map
Easy sharing capability with search
team members to their smartphones

Auto-pickup speakerphone
Used to calm down or instruct the
missing person

Alarm
Loud, audible sound activated on the
missing person’s device

No range limitations
Track remotely from any smartphone

Expert Customer Care
Assistance for caregivers provided by
special needs moms

Dedicated Law Enforcement Liaisons

No Special Training Required

Get Your AngelSense GPS Test Unit!
30-Day FREE Trial

For more information:
www.angelsense.com/law-enforcement/
orgs@angelsense.com | 646-770-2950

Key Benefits
• Reliable Tracking Capability
• Maximize Search Efficiency
• Easy-to-Use
• Budget-Friendly

“My husband is safe and I am calm”
My husband with Alzheimer’s comes home by bus from his day
program. One day, there was a new driver who did not know to
call me to meet the bus outside. If not for AngelSense, I would
not have known my husband was outside, confused and trying
to enter the house.
Lilia

“My granddaughter climbed the fence and jumped into
a pool! I ordered AngelSense that evening.”
We have warnings on all the doors, a wooden fence... Escape
proof right? The child figured out a way to climb the six foot
wood fence. The neighbors down the street heard something in
their backyard. There was my granddaughter, naked, swimming
in their pool by holding onto a floaty. She can’t swim!! I ordered
it that evening. She has not gotten away from us since.
Cheryl W.

Get Your AngelSense GPS Test Unit!
30-Day FREE Trial

For more information:
www.angelsense.com/law-enforcement/
orgs@angelsense.com | 646-770-2950

